In the quasi-linear approximation diffusion equation such as this 4 . has been considered by Kaufman for part1cle motion in an axisymmetric plasma, by Rosenbluth, et at 5 for the diffusion of magnetic field lines and surely by many others.
In this paper we will employ the projection operator method of ,.
Zwanzig 0 to investigate the validity and properties of diffusion equations such as (1) . Beginning with the Liouville equation for the phase space density function. we project out those vari les not of interest--typically the ones varying rapidly. We arrive at an equation much of the form of (1) v.1ith an additional term l"epresenting a correlation of information about the system at t = 0 with information at the later time, t, of interest. On the basis of some model numerical calculations and on the idea of mixing vte argue that such correlation -at functions behave as e cos 0.t vvhen the system motion is chaotic. So that to exponential accuracy Equation (l) \'llill hold. Our argument at this stage is a refinement of some observations by Sagdeev and Zaslavskii.
7
The diffusion tensor form of dynamics, not by 
and a ~f -Lf, at ( 4) where the Liouville operator Lis, as usual,
-Pf (7) which defines the projection operator P. Since P is time independent, from the Liouville equation we have -PLF --PLG (8) v<here + ·+ + + G(I,e,t)::.: (1-P)f{I,e,t)
+ +
The function G is made of all the terms of f(I,e,t) with non-trivial angle dependence. Similarly by multiplication of (4) Next we look at the second term. Using (3) and (5) we cast this into the form
~
Note that Djk(I,T) is an operator of multiplication hy I and derivatives with respect to I. We have separated out Djk in this (18) 
fashion since the projection operator has no effect on the function of ~ alone upon which Djk(I,T) acts.
So altogether we arrive at 
This result relates the direct diffusion tensor, about which we might chance some guesses or make some approximations; e.g. the quasi-linear 1 ( 3 8) 
To make any progress in learning about D or n v1e need some ideas about 6; we turn now to that. e(t) = e + w(I)t, w(I) (f'r?) and then to evaluate
v-cos e cos(e-w(I)t).
(
So, in the case of regular motion we can anticipate that the correlation function (or direct diffusion tensor) -13 -· will exhibit pure oscillatory behavior. This is a reflection of the regularity of the systems motion -namely the motion in quasi-periodic and 11 Smooth." Orbits \AJhich are nearby at some time separate slmvly from each other and do not lose information rapidly about having been close.
Next we turn to the other extreme; name·ly, we consider a system defined on phase space r. The boundedness of such functions is a mathematical requirement of no distinct physical importance, but since we will soon consider unbounded functions it is useful to be clear that proofs of mixing entail bounded, or more precisely square integrable functions on phase space. The correlation function of f and g is given by (4()) v1here r is 2N dimensional phase space and 0 is cJefinecl as an integral over the energy shell:
The system is said to be mixing, if for all bounded f and g,
{The need for choosing square integrable phase space functions is seen in (46), since we must look at Cff(t) in determining whether a system is mixing. Cff(O) involves< jf(r)J 2 > and this must be finite.}
Mixing systems are certainly irregular in the usual sense of the idea.
To get an idea how fast such correlation functions decay to zero for ltl ~ oo we argue in the following heuristic manner. Introduce, in a formal fashion, the eigenfunctions WA(r) and eigenvalues A. of the 
( 51) cfg(t) is now given by ( 5?.) This sum, or integral along the imaginary axis, is governed for large t by the singularities in the complex ~-plane of the quantity
The singularity whith the smallest real part will give the dominant behavior for large t. For sys terns shovring regular tnotion cf (t) ';lill g not decay for large t but show multiple periodicity. So for such regular systems f*~9~ nrust have all of its singularity structure on the imaginary axis. When the motion becomes irregular, these singularities vJill move off into the ~-plane and lie at some position namely the angle variables. Let us look at cf 9 (t) ahove with {f) "" (g) "' 0 and choose for f the unbounded function 
when the system motion is irregular. This is a stronger requirement -+ than mixing alone and requires mixing to be local in I space and to result from the averaging over only some of the chaot·ically varyin() phase space co-ordinates. 
"'ab(I,O)e cos(n(I)t + (l)(I))/cos Q)(I), which clearly supposes Q) ~ (2n+l)n/2 n = 0, None of these specific parametrizations has a fundamental -st significance; each expresses the asymptotic behavior e cos(nt Q)) suggested before.
All of these statements refer to t > 0. Fort~ 0, we expect the 't correlation functions to behave as e Secondly, we present some calculations done on correlation functions in the standard mapping of Chirikov. 1 This is an area preserving mapping which takes vari ab 1 es In, en each lying between 0 and 1 into In+l' en+l in the same interval:
.~ ·~s1n n n 27f n (mod 1)
The mapping can be derived from a physical system which is a pendulum subject to delta function kicks at unit intervals. th the va·lues of momentum and angle after the n kick. Indeed at k = 5, some 7000 integration points were needed to get a stable answer over the same 
ivhere
and T means transpose. In our ansatz, (56), llah is symmetric so if the variations of A with respect to x and ~ are set to zero, we have that A is the eigenvalue of Oab we seek.
Henceforth in this paper, we will assume llab is almost independent Small corrections lie inn b" a + Now we turn our attention back to the evolution equation for F(I,t), Equation (20), the angle averaged phase space distribution function. We must first consider the correlation function
- 26 One can derive a connection between this projected correlation function -+-+ of initial information 1 G(I,e 1 t=0), and the perturbation Hamiltonian H 1 and the direct correlation
Using the methods of Section II we find so the eigenvalues of Oab" Equation (72), play a key role here as well, since in terms of w(x)(I) we have a 27 -
The behavior of hath D, andY, is thus governed hy the zeroes 
This allows us to drop the T dependence of F(I,t-T) in (83) and arrive 
(gs) (89) I·Jhich is the forrn of diffusion r~quation encountered in the qunsi-liW'cl"
. (20),
vn1c 'tiE' enve( us1ng ne proJeC 10n opera or ·ecnmque o vJanzlg.
By studying the connect ion hetv1een the rliffus ion tensor Dab entering + the evolution equation for F(I,t) and the direct diffusion tensor + t, l(I,t) (Equations (23) and (37) Although we did not explore any applications of our diffusion formalism we. have tv,IO in mind which vv"ill he pursued in future articles:
(1) the diffusion av;ay from adiabatically constant values of the adiabatic invariants of a particle in a ~agnetically confined plasma when one tries to heat the plasma with electrostatic waves. 
